YEAR 6 NEWSLETTER
WEEK BEGINNING:
English
It has been an exciting and investigative week for Year 6 in English, as
they have uncovered clues and pieced together information about a
character at Camp Green Lake, ready to write a biography. Some classes
have opted to create a back-story for characters in the book; Armpit,
X-Ray and Squid, whereas others have made up their own character –
who resided at the correctional facility before Stanley Yelnats was sent
there. The imagination and enthusiasm shown by all of the children has
been amazing!

Remember:
1/2 Term datesSchool closes Friday 17th February
School re-opens on Monday 27th
February

Maths
Maths this week has focused on algebra. For some, algebra initially
sparked a panic – but as the week has progressed, children have learnt
that algebra is not quite as daunting and can be used to solve any
problem in day-to-day life. We started simple – if three bananas cost
£2.40; one banana costs 80p and progressed into SATs style questions
solving algebraic equations. The rise in confidence across the week has
been magnificent!
Topic
Our Stars and Stripes topic continues –classes have spent the past few
weeks learning about the key historical events in the history of America;
with particular focus this week on Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights
Movement; a non-violent protest for equal rights amongst white and
black people. After the historical part is finished – the classes will be
going their separate ways to experience a road trip around the States,
visiting three cities each. This will culminate in a large presentation from
each class just before Easter.
Mr Scarle’s star of Year 6
Even though I don’t teach her personally, I am always hearing about how
much she has impressed Mrs Fellows with her enthusiasm, effort and
commitment to getting better at Maths and English. In her recent
assessments, her results show just how much she has put in and how
much she has improved. Well done to Caitlin Williams!
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